The Tech Triumphs

The very appearance of The Tech today makes newspaper history. Despite the abortive attempts of another Institute publication to deprive the student body of an opportunity to learn the important news about Technology, THE Tech appears as usual. Without any advertisement of its staff, The Tech has been able to circulate the various attempts to destroy it.

The Tech staff members attempting to distribute copies this morning were attacked by overwhelming numbers of unwashed hodads, and their papers destroyed. In addition, bundles of The Tech were stolen from The Tech office. Immediately thereafter, copies of an obviously spurious edition of The Tech were distributed. All of them were smeared with liecadic stories, some of them marred by the twist of a writer. Although a few guile students may have been deceived, this triumphant issue of The Tech clears the atmosphere by presenting the real news.

Million Dollar Quarters Being Built As Home For School Of Architecture

In September of 1908 the Institute's School of Architecture is scheduled to move into its new $1,000,000 home in Cambridge. As a part of the Institute's original plans for gradual expansion to keep pace with advances in science and engineering, the new building was designed by William Sworworth, a member of the class of 1889, who was the architect for the entire tech group when it was built in 1816. Under Mr. Mor-